Political Islam
Part 9— Slavery

Adopted From Dr. Bill Warner’s Books

Universities, the media, and the like have only presented a partial story of slavery to our citizens.
Mainly, totally focusing on white-owned slavery in America. And much of this extremely exaggerated. In
reality, the story of slavery is as old a man and dates back to times such as Egypt that enslaved the
Israelites. (Remember that one? College professors seem to ignore that!) Slavery was also big time in
the Roman empire. Generally, in the past any conquering nation/empire would enslave the conquered.
Islam is no different.
Slavery is highly developed in lslam. ln fact, there are FORTY words for slavery types in lslam.
There is a different word for white slaves (mamluk) and a black slave (abd). lslamic slavery began in
earnest with Mohammed 1400 years ago. Mohammed was a slave owner and slave trader. As I noted
before most thought on slavery today focuses on slavery in America under white ownership. Even this
"America only” presentation focuses only on the black/white component while neglecting the enslavement
of the IRISH in America.
ln the African slave trade, as stated before, the white American and white European slave traders
did not have to chase down Africans in the jungle as presented in ROOTS. These African slaves were
waiting for them at the ports from the Muslim slave traders who had been dealing in slaves for many,
many centuries before America was even a nation. The white slave trader was simply an EXPANDED
MARKET for the Muslims.
lronically, it was white men (John Newton and Thomas Jefferson) with the British navy and
American navy that resisted and later put an end to the lslamic-run African slave trade. lt is estimated
that Muslims enslaved and or sold 25 MILLION African slaves and that it took 5 Africans (some say it
was 10) to make 1 slave. That is, you would have to kill the immediate family who was trying to prevent a
member capture.
How did the Muslims justify slavery? Easy, Mohammed had slaves as recorded in the Sira and
Hadith so it must be the best thing. Secondly, lslam sees Muslims as slaves of Allah so for a kafir to be a
slave of a Muslim is the best world for them. Remember there is no freedom in lslam. Islam means
submission. Slavery falls perfectly into the 2 fundamental principles of lslam, submission and duality.
Furthermore, slaves were not only from Africa but also from Eastern Europe. lt is not a
coincidence that slaves and slavs (slavics) are similar in spelling. White slaves in Muslim nations were
and still are highly valued and prized. Black slaves were given the lowest worst tasks while the white
slaves were given more "white collar" type work. Slave women were not only used for work but for
PLEASURE .
Black (Abyssinian) women were prized but the most expensive sex slaves were white women. ln
fact, Mohammed's favorite sex slave was a white woman named Miriam. Like dhimmitude, slavery was a
method to coerce people into converting to lslam and to finance jihad. You were coerced to convert
because once converted you would be “free.” The only other way to be free was to escape and runaway,
So, slavery is perfectly acceptable because Mohammed had slaves, his wives had them, his extended
family had them, etc. So, have many slaves and treat them so badly that they will want to convert to
lslam. By converting they would enjoy being treated more fairly as a Muslim.

